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CONSPECTUS

Fluorescent bioprobes are powerful tools for analytical sensing and optical imaging, which allow direct visualization of biological analytes at the molecular level and offer useful insights into complex biological structures and processes. The sensing and imaging sensitivity of a bioprobe is determined by the brightness and contrast of its fluorescence before and after analyte binding. Emission from a fluorophore is often quenched at high concentration or in aggregate state, which is notoriously known as concentration quenching or aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ). The ACQ effect limits the label-to-analyte ratio and forces researchers to use very dilute solutions of fluorophores. It compels many probes to operate in a fluorescence “turn-off” mode with a narrow scope of practical applications.

The unique aggregation-induced emission (AIE) process offers a straightforward solution to the ACQ problem. Typical AIE fluorogens are characterized by their propeller-shaped rotorlike structures, which undergo low-frequency torsional motions as isolated molecules and emit very weakly in solutions. Their aggregates show strong fluorescence mainly due to the restriction of their intramolecular rotations in the aggregate state. This fascinating attribute of AIE fluorogens provides a new platform for the development of fluorescence light-up molecules and photostable nanoaggregates for specific analyte detection and imaging.

In this Account, we review our recent AIE work to highlight the utility of AIE effect in the development of new fluorescent bioprobes, which allows the use of highly concentrated fluorophores for biosensing and imaging. The simple design and fluorescence turn-on feature of the molecular AIE bioprobes offer direct visualization of specific analytes and biological processes in aqueous media with higher sensitivity and better accuracy than traditional fluorescence turn-off probes. The AIE dot-based bioprobes with different formulations and surface functionalities show advanced features over quantum dots and small molecule dyes, such as large absorptivity, high luminosity, excellent biocompatibility, free of random blinking, and strong photobleaching resistance. These features enable cancer cell detection, long term cell tracing, and tumor imaging in a noninvasive and high contrast manner. Recent research has significantly expanded the scope of biological applications of AIE fluorogens and offers new strategies to fluorescent bioprobe design. We anticipate that future development on AIE bioprobes will combine one- or multiphoton fluorescence with other modalities (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging) or functionalities (e.g, therapy) to fully demonstrate their potential as a new generation of theranostic reagent. In parallel, the advances in molecular biology will provide more specific bioreceptors, which will enable the development of next generation AIE bioprobes with high selectivity and sensitivity for molecular sensing and imaging.

1. Introduction

Researchers are in enthusiastic pursuit of fluorescent bioprobes as they allow direct visualization of bioanalytes on site and in time and offers useful insights into complex biological structures and processes. High selectivity and sensitivity are the primary requirements for a fluorescent bioprobe to be practically useful. The selectivity is largely determined by the affinity between specific recognition
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elements and receptors, while the sensitivity is usually dependent on the brightness of the probe fluorescence and the contrast between the emissions before and after the probe binding to an analyte.

Light emissions from conventional fluorophores are often quenched at high concentrations or in aggregate state, which is known as concentration quenching or aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ). The ACQ effect has also been observed in inorganic luminophores, such as quantum dots (QDs). The notorious ACQ effect has greatly limited the labeling degrees of fluorophores to bioanalytes and forces researchers to use dilute solutions of probes for biosensor applications, leading to significantly compromised sensitivity and posing a formidable hurdle to trace analysis of biomolecules. Even in the dilute solutions, ACQ effect may still be operative, because the bioprobes tend to accumulate on the surfaces of the biomolecules or cluster in their hydrophobic cavities to significantly increase the local probe concentrations and hence quench their emissions. The ACQ effect has compelled many fluorescent probes to operate in a fluorescence “turn-off” mode with a limited scope of practical applications.

A typical example of ACQ effect is shown in Figure 1A. The dilute tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution of \(N,N\)-dicyclohexyl-1,7-dibromo-3,4,9,10-perylenetetraacarboxylic diimide (DDPD) is highly emissive under UV illumination. The fluorescence is weakened upon addition of water and is diminished when the water fraction \((f_w)\) reaches 70%. Because DDPD has a disclike perylene core, strong \(\pi-\pi\) stacking interaction in the aggregate state promotes excimer formation, leading to the observed ACQ effect. Such behavior has been widely observed in conventional fluorophore systems, especially in amphiphilic far-red/near IR (FR/NIR) emitters as they often contain large hydrophobic aromatic rings, which are prone to aggregate in aqueous media and solid state. To mitigate the ACQ effect, various chemical, physical, and engineering approaches have been taken. However, only limited success has been achieved because these approaches work against the natural tendency of aggregate formation of the fluorophores.

We have recently discovered a group of fluorogenic molecules that are nonemissive when molecularly dissolved but highly emissive when aggregated. We coined aggregation-induced emission (AIE) for the observed phenomenon and proposed the restriction of intramolecular rotations (RIR) as its main cause. The AIE phenomenon is generally observed in molecules with rotating units such as phenyl rings. The rotor-containing fluorogens undergo low-frequency motions in dilute solutions, causing fast nonradiative decay of the excited states that makes the fluorogens nonemissive. In the aggregates, these motions are blocked by intermolecular steric interaction, which opens the radiative pathway. Taking hexaphenylsileole (HPS) as an example, it shows spectral characteristics distinctly different from those of the fluorophores containing donor-acceptor units that can form J- or H-aggregates. From molecular to aggregate state, HPS does not exhibit spectral shift or solvatochromic effect, whereas obvious shift in the absorption maximum with weakened fluorescence are often observed for the later upon aggregate formation or increasing solvent polarity. Detailed discussions on the RIR mechanism and various AIE systems can be found in our recent reviews.

Tetraphenylenethylene (TPE) is an iconic AIE fluorogen: it is nonfluorescent in THF solution but becomes emissive in a
THF/water mixture with high $f_w$, where its molecules aggregate (Figure 1B). Its simple structure makes it an ideal model for construction of various fluorescent sensors.\textsuperscript{6,10} Our recent discovery that melding AIE units with conventional ACQ units (AIE + ACQ) can effectively transform ACQ fluorophores into AIE fluorogens has further enriched AIE systems with emissions from blue to red.\textsuperscript{9} The miracle is illustrated in Figure 1C. Attachment of two TPE pendants to a DDPD skeleton yields a TPE-DDPD adduct with a marked AIE effect. TPE-DDPD emits faintly in a THF solution but intensely in a THF/water mixture with $f_w$ of 90%.\textsuperscript{11} The smart molecular transformation strategy has been proved general and effective in synthesizing FR/NIR AIE fluorogens through conjugations of TPE with other AIE units (AIE + AIE)\textsuperscript{12} or chromophores with twisted intramolecular charge transfer characteristics (AIE + TICT).\textsuperscript{13,14} These examples demonstrate that the AIE strategy based on harnessing aggregation process is able to preserve excellent functional properties of the components and solve the ACQ problem without causing adverse effects. The weak and strong emissions from AIE molecules and aggregates, respectively, offer unprecedented opportunities for fluorescent probe design.

In this Account, we summarize recent research efforts on the development of AIE molecules for fluorescence turn-on biomolecule detection and AIE aggregates for in vitro and in vivo tumor cell sensing and imaging (Chart 1). Due to the space limitation, the discussion is limited to our own work from 2010, with the hope to stimulate new ideas and inspire new endeavors in this emerging area of research.

2. Fluorescent Sensing

2.1. DNA Sensing. A single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) sequence with guanine (G)-rich repeat sequences can form a secondary structure known as G-quadruplex that can be further stabilized by monovalent cations (e.g., K\textsuperscript{+}). The formation of quadruplex can affect gene expression and inhibit telomerase activity in cancer cells, detection of G-quadruplex is of great importance for designing quartet-specific medication and telomere-aimed anticancer therapeutics. A series of cationic TPE derivatives (1–4 in Figure 2) with weak fluorescence were designed to detect G-quadruplex in solution, among which 1 showed the best performance to G-quadruplex structures formed by human telomeric DNA sequences due to the perfect structural match.\textsuperscript{15} In addition, 1 responds to DNA conformational variations. Upon addition of ssDNA (HG21) into the aqueous solution of 1, the intramolecular rotations in 1 are restricted due to its electrostatic interaction with the HG21 chain and the solution fluorescence is turned on with an emission maximum at 470 nm. G-quadruplex formation is induced upon addition of K\textsuperscript{+} ions, resulting in a red-shifted emission at 492 nm. Molecular modeling reveals that 1 docks on the surface of the folding structure of DNA to turn on the fluorescence. Hybridization of HG21 with a complementary ssDNA (C21) unfolds the quadruplex to give double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). As the binding between 1 and dsDNA is greatly suppressed by the competition from K\textsuperscript{+} ions, the molecules of 1 are dissociated from the DNA chain to give weak fluorescence. The distinct fluorescence of 1 in the presence of G-quadruplex allows label-free visual detection of G-quadruplex from other DNA conformations with a detection limit of 0.5 \( \mu \)M, which is beneficial to the high-throughput quadruplex-targeting anticancer drug screening and K\textsuperscript{+} ion sensing.

While the fluorescence turn-on response makes the cationic AIE fluorogens promising for label-free DNA structure differentiation, the assay selectivity remains an issue as the fluorogens also respond to other biomacromolecules such as RNA and proteins.\textsuperscript{6,16} To improve the assay selectivity, a cationic silole derivative (5) was used together with graphene oxide (GO) to develop a replacement assay for dsDNA sensing. As a single layer carbon-based nanomaterial, GO is readily dispersed in aqueous media and binds selectively to ssDNA against dsDNA via hydrophobic interaction. GO is able to effectively quench the emission of 5 upon complexation. As calf-thymus DNA (ct-DNA) has a higher binding affinity to 5 than GO, addition of ct-DNA into the GO/5 complex is able to induce 5/ct-DNA complexation to light up its fluorescence in solution (Figure 3). In sharp contrast, the GO/5 complex remains nonemissive after addition of other biomolecules. The blue-greenish fluorescence of 5 in the presence of ct-DNA allows visual discrimination of ct-DNA from other bioanalytes, with a detection limit of 3.3 \( \mu \)g mL\textsuperscript{-1} (Figure 3B). As 5 itself shows
almost no selectivity toward these biomolecules, the results highlight the essential role of GO in transforming an AIE fluorogen into an efficient dsDNA probe with high specificity.
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To accomplish high DNA detection sensitivity, fluorescent bioprobes with high brightness are required. However, the degree of labeling (DOL), expressed as the number of dyes per 100 bases, must be carefully controlled at a relatively low level to avoid intrinsic ACQ effect of traditional fluorophores. In this regard, using AIE fluorogen-labeled dNTPs for fluorescent nucleic acid synthesis is promising to improve DOL without self-quenching effect. Conjugation of an isothiocyanate-functionalized tetraphenylsilole (TPS) with an amine-modified dUTP leads to fluorescent dUTP 6 with AIE signature, which has been enzymatically incorporated into DNA with high labeling efficiency.17 The DOL values of the products from 6 and dUTPs are comparable or higher than those from fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled dUTPs through different methods. The fluorescence intensities of the obtained DNA sequences increase linearly upon increasing the percentage of 6 and reach the highest value at 100% of dUTPs, whereas the FITC-labeled DNAs show obvious quenching effect, especially at the high percentage of FITC-dUTPs (Figure 4). As such, incorporation of AIE fluorogen-labeled dUTPs during DNA synthesis provides a direct and feasible method to realize bright fluorescent nucleic acid probes with high sensitivity.

2.2. Protein Sensing. Similar to the light-up response of cationic AIE fluorogens to DNAs, anionic AIE fluorogens (e.g., 7 in Figure 5) light up in the presence of proteins (e.g., human serum albumin, HSA) via both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions.6 The capability of 7 to monitor conformational changes of specific proteins was studied using HSA as an example. In a PBS buffer, 7 shows a significant fluorescence increase in response to HSA, with a detection limit of 1 nM.18 To monitor the conformational change of HSA, different amounts of guanidine hydrochloride (GndHCl) are added to induce HSA unfolding. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) from tryptophan residues of HSA to bound 7 allows continuous monitoring of the change in $I_{475}/I_{350}$ during the GndHCl titration, revealing that HSA unfolding occurs in a stepwise fashion with a three-step transition involving a molten-globule intermediate (Figure 5). Similar results were also obtained using anthracene based AIE fluorogens.19

Protein misfolding and aggregation into amyloidal fibrils can potentially lead to biological dysfunctions. Real-time monitoring and mechanistic understanding of the amyloid deposition processes are of importance to diagnostics and therapeutics. As insulin can readily undergo the fibrosis process, it was used as a model to study protein amyloidogenesis. As shown in Figure 6A, the fluorescence of 7 is significantly boosted upon mixing with fibrillar insulin in PBS buffer, while being silent to native bovine insulin.20 The sensitive response of 7 toward insulin allows ex situ monitoring of amyloidogenesis kinetics, revealing a three-stage
process: (I) nucleation, (II) elongation, and (III) equilibrium (Figure 6B). The preformed protein plaques stained by 7 appear as blue fluorescent fibers (Figure 6B inset). Pre-mixing 7 with insulin results in inhibition of the nucleation process to impede amyloidogenesis, due to the hydrophobic interaction between phenyl rings of 7 and hydrophobic residues of insulin which stabilizes the formed complexes.

To achieve more selective protein detection with AIE fluorogens,21 a light-up bioprobe (8) for integrin αvβ3 was synthesized through conjugation of cyclic arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (cRGD) with a bisazide derivative of TPS (BATPS).22 Opposite to the bright emission of BATPS nanoaggregates in water, 8 is water-soluble and hence nonfluorescent in aqueous media (Figure 7A). The specific binding of cRGD with integrin αvβ3 is able to activate the RIR process in 8, and the solution fluorescence is thus increased with increasing integrin αvβ3 concentration. This allows visual recognition of integrin αvβ3 with a detection limit of 10 μg/mL. The probe shows high selectivity over DNA and other proteins (Figure 7B). Further study reveals that 8 is able to image the binding process between cRGD and integrin αvβ3 on cell membrane, which allows real-time tracking of integrin αvβ3 and identifying integrin αvβ3-positive cancer cells. The light-up nature of the AIE bioprobe circumvents the multiple washing steps required for traditional fluorescent probes in an in vitro imaging process, offering new opportunities for continuous sensing or monitoring of biological processes and events.

Real-time investigation of cell apoptosis can provide valuable insights into early diagnosis of therapeutic efficiency. Caspase-3 is a key mediator of cell apoptosis that has been an attractive target for monitoring apoptosis. Taking advantage of AIE light-up probe, a caspase probe (9) was synthesized by conjugation of a hydrophilic Asp-Glu-Val-Asp peptide with a hydrophobic AIE fluorogen via a lysine linker.23 While being practically nonfluorescent in aqueous media, 9 lights up in the presence of caspase-3 or -7 within minutes, due to the effective cleavage of the peptide segment by the enzyme and the RIR of the released hydrophobic TPE cores. The probe is further proved effective in evaluating cell apoptosis induced by staurosporine, which overlaps well with the commercial anti-caspase-3 stain (panels B and C in Figure 8). Further studies show that the probe can be used to monitor cell apoptosis processes in real time, offering a superb tool for in situ screening of...
enzyme inhibitors and evaluation of apoptosis-associated drug efficacy.

2.3. Sensing of Small Biomolecules. Besides DNA and proteins, many small biomolecules such as cysteine and sugars also play important roles in the complex biological processes. A maleimide-tagged TPE (10) was synthesized for specific thiol detection.\(^9\) Whereas 10 is nonemissive due to the photoinduced electron transfer from TPE to maleimide unit, its thiolated adduct (11) shows marked AIE effect. This unique thiol–ene click reaction allows the solid spots of 10 on the TLC plates to be selectively lightened up by L-cysteine for visual detection (Figure 9B).

Boric acids can form boronate complexes with diols in aqueous media. A TPE-diboronic acid adduct (12) was synthesized, which is nonemissive in a carbonate buffer (pH 10.5). It lights up upon addition of 0.1 mM \(\alpha\)-glucose (Glu) but not \(\alpha\)-fructose (Fru), \(\beta\)-galactose (Gal), and \(\alpha\)-mannose (Man), due to the folding and aggregation of the oligoboronates from oligomerization of Glu with 12 (Figure 10).\(^{24}\) Based on a similar design principle, a diboronic-acid-functionalized analogue of 12 with a cis-configuration shows selective response to \(\beta\)-cyclodextrin.

3. Fluorescence Imaging

The commonly used fluorescence imaging reagents include organic dyes and proteins (e.g., green fluorescent protein), whose molar absorptivity and photobleaching resistance are, however, both low. Inorganic QDs have also been used but suffer from high cytotoxicity in oxidative environment.\(^9\) The development of organic dots has been largely hampered by the ACQ effect involved in the conventional fluorophore systems. The high brightness of AIE fluorogens in the solid state and the distinct feature that AIE fluorogens become stronger emitters at higher concentrations make them promising candidate materials for fluorescence imaging applications.

3.1. Bare AIE Dots. Aminated silole derivatives 13 are AIE fluorogens that spontaneously aggregate into nanoscopic dots in aqueous media with an average size of \(\sim 220\) nm (Figure 11A).\(^{25}\) The nanodots of 13 are biocompatible with bright green fluorescence and can effectively stain HeLa cells. The strong retention of the AIE dots in the HeLa cells prevents the cocultured human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells from being contaminated (Figure 11B). The good cellular retention along with high brightness of the dots has
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enabled long-term HeLa cell tracing up to four passages (Figure 11C and D). The AIE dots outperform commercial CellTracker Green CMFDA and enable visual monitoring of the cell growth. Due to their AIE feature and charge neutrality, 13 can be used in high concentrations for cellular imaging, overcoming the problems of small molecule tracers, such as low probe concentration and short cellular retention.

3.2. Silica AIE Dots. To improve photobleaching resistance and colloidal stability of AIE dots, fluorescent silica

FIGURE 8. (A) Time-dependent fluorescence response of 9 to caspase-3/7. (B) Fluorescence image of staurosporine-induced apoptotic MCF-7 cells treated with 9 and (C) its overlay image with commercial anti-caspase-3 stain. Reproduced with permission from ref 23. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 9. (A) Schematic Illustration of 10 for thiol detection. (B) Fluorescent discrimination of cysteine from other amino acids on TLC plates. Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2011 Royal Society of Chemistry.

FIGURE 10. Response of 12 to different saccharides. $I_0$ is the intensity of 12 at pH 12.

FIGURE 11. (A) SEM image of AIE dots of 13a. (B) phase contrast and fluorescence images of 13b-stained HeLa cells cocultured with unstained HEK 293T cells. Fluorescence images of living HeLa cells stained with 13b at the (C) first and (D) fourth passages (P). Reproduced with permission from ref 25. Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH.

FIGURE 12. Fabrication of 14-cored FSDs and their TEM images.
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dots (FSDs) were fabricated by incorporating AIE fluorogens into silica networks through a sol–gel approach (Figure 12). Silica was chosen as the matrix because it is hydrophilic, biocompatible, and photostable. Starting from a triethoxysilylated TPE derivative (14), blue light-emitting FSDs with sizes tunable in the range of 50–300 nm were prepared. The 14-cored FSDs show low cytotoxicity to living cells with excellent colloidal stability. In another study, a TPS derivative (15) was synthesized via click chemistry and 15-based FSDs were prepared using both Stöber and reverse microemulsion methods with uniform sizes of 220 and 60 nm, respectively.

Integration of fluorescent and magnetic components is an attractive proposition. It is, however, challenging to fabricate fluorescent and magnetic dots (FMDs), for the magnetic components often quench fluorescence of the chromophores when they are in close proximity. As 15 is in the aggregate state and a silica spacer is inserted between the layers of 15 and citrate-coated iron oxide,27 the resultant FMDs show bright fluorescence and strong magnetization (Figure 13A). The FMDs have a magnetic core with a mean diameter of ∼19 nm and a silica shell with a thickness of ∼28 nm (Figure 13B), which are readily internalized by HeLa cells for cytoplasmic staining (Figure 13C). In a separate report, AIE silica nanoprobes have been used for targeted in vivo imaging.28

3.3. DSPE-PEG AIE Dots. A nanoprecipitation strategy was developed to fabricate AIE dots with surface targeting ligands, employing folate-functionalized 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-poly(ethylene glycol) (DSPE-PEG5000-folate) as encapsulation matrix.29 Unlike the FSD synthesis which requires specific modification on each AIE fluorogen, this strategy enjoys general applicability. The folate density can be fine-tuned by varying the feed ratio of DSPE-PEG5000-folate and DSPE-PEG2000 for dot preparation. As shown in Figure 14, addition of a THF
solution of 16, DSPE-PEG$_{2000}$, and DSPE-PEG$_{5000}$-folate into water under continuous sonication yields spherical dots with yellow emission. The dots show good selectivity between MCF-7 and NIH3T3 cells due to the suppression of nonspecific cell uptake by the PEG shell and the specific folate receptor-mediated endocytosis for MCF-7 cells. The dots are suitable for two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) imaging due to their large molecular two-photon absorbing (TPA) cross section ($\sigma = 2015$ GM) at 800 nm. The dots are superior to most water-soluble TPA chromophores which show very small $\sigma$ values in water. In comparison to one-photon excited fluorescence imaging, TPEF imaging is advantageous in terms of minimizing autofluorescence from biological tissues and increasing penetration depth.

Using the similar strategy, dots of TPE-DDPD (Figure 1) were fabricated to show bright FR/NIR fluorescence for in vitro and in vivo targeted tumor cell imaging. The cellular uptake of the DSPE-PEG-folate encapsulated dots by MCF-7 cells was found to be mainly via caveolae-mediated but not clathrin-mediated endocytosis, and macropinocytosis was not involved in the uptake process.

Furthermore, a two-step synthetic strategy was developed for the preparation of AIE dots with surface functional groups. For instance, DSPE-PEG$_{2000}$ and DSPE-PEG$_{2000}$-NH$_2$ were used to coencapsulate fluorogen 17, which was synthesized by conjugating TPE with 2,3-bis-[4-(diphenylamino)phenyl]fumaronitrile (TPAFN). As TPAFN is AIE active, the molecular fusion of the two types of AIE units (AIE + AIE) yielded a new fluorogen (17) with extended electronic conjugation, long absorption wavelength, and large molar absorptivity. The 17-based AIE dots show a...
uniform hydrodynamic size of 30 nm, an emission maximum of 671 nm, and a quantum yield of 24%. Further functionalization of the dots with HIV-1 transactivator of transcription (Tat) via carbodiimide-mediated coupling (Figure 15A) affords 17-doped DSPE-PEG-Tat dots. On average, each Tat-AIE dot is over 1 order of magnitude brighter than the commercial Qtracker 655 and the notorious blinking behavior of QDs is absent in the Tat-AIE dots. Noninvasive cell tracing experiments show that the AIE-dots and QDs are capable of tracing MCF-7 cells for 10–12 and 5–6 generations in vitro (Figure 15B), and continuous monitoring C6 glioma cells in mice up to 21 days and 6–7 days in vivo (Figure 15C), respectively. As 17 is also two-photon active, its large σ value (6.7 × 10⁵ GM) at 810 nm enables deep TPEF imaging of tumors up to 550 μm. The outstanding performance of the Tat-AIE dots opens a new avenue in the development of advanced fluorescent probes for monitoring biological processes.

3.4. BSA AIE Dots. Besides the synthetic DSPE-PEG matrix, bovine serum albumin (BSA), a protein with wide clinical applications, has also been demonstrated effective as an AIE fluorogen-encapsulating matrix. For example, 18 was prepared by attaching two TPE units to the ends of 2-{2,6-bis[[E]-4-(diphenylamino)styryl]-4H-pyran-4-ylidene}-malononitrile (TPA-DCM; Figure 16). TPA-DCM is a well-known red emitter but not so emissive in polar solvent and solid state due to the TICT and ACQ processes, respectively. As TICT is one of the most popular strategies to realize long wavelength emission with optical nonlinearity, the AIE + TICT strategy that successfully transforms TPA-DCM into AIE-active 18 represents a new molecular design strategy to realize bright FR/NIR dots for TPEF imaging.

The schematic illustration for the fabrication of 18-loaded BSA dots is shown in Figure 16A. Addition of 18 in THF to BSA aqueous solution under sonication followed by cross-linking with glutaraldehyde affords 18-loaded BSA dots with an emission maximum of 668 nm and a uniform size of ~100 nm (Figure 16B). Incubation with MCF-7 cells reveals that the dots can function as effective visualizers for intracellular imaging (Figure 16C). In vivo bioimaging with 18-loaded BSA dots shows preferential accumulation in tumor tissue, due to the enhanced permeability and retention effect of the dots with a diameter of 100 nm.

The fluorescence of the 18-loaded BSA dots can be further intensified by over 5-fold via FRET from poly(9,9-bis[2-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethyl]fluorenylidivinylene) (PFV) upon coencapsulation into BSA (Figure 17). As BSA surface is negatively charged in water, further self-assembly between the dots and RGD peptide generates PFV/18 coloaded BSA-RGD dots, which can specifically recognize...
integran receptor-overexpressed cancer cells both in vitro and in vivo with high contrast (Figure 17 C and D).

4. Conclusions
This Account summarizes our recent work on the development of fluorescent bioprobes based on AIE fluorogens whose fluorescence is weak as isolated molecules but strong in aggregate state. Stating from simple rotors (e.g., TPE and TPS), the AIE units work like magic sticks that can conjugate with a variety of molecular blocks (e.g., ACQ, AIE, and TICT units) to enrich the family of AIE fluorogens with emission tunable from blue to NIR and efficiency up to unity as aggregates.

The AIE effect permits the use of highly concentrated solutions of fluorogens as well as their nanoaggregates for biosensor applications. Ionic AIE fluorogens are able to respond to different DNA structures with good sensitivity. Conjugation of AIE fluorogens with bioreceptors leads to light-up probes for specific analyte detection. In comparison to the fluorescence turn-off probes based on conventional ACQ dyes, the turn-on nature of the AIE probes offers higher sensitivity and better accuracy and allows direct visualization of biological analytes and processes in aqueous media. The bright nanoaggregates of AIE fluorogens offer new opportunities for tumor cell detection and imaging. The AIE probe performances have been further enhanced via particle formulation and surface functionalization, showing advanced features over inorganic QDs and organic dyes in terms of brightness, biocompatibility, and cellular retention.

Further development of AIE fluorogen-based bioprobes will be focused on FR/NIR emitters, especially those obtained via TICT + AIE strategy, which will pave the way to the development of new multiphoton fluorescence materials for theranostic applications.34 In addition, molecular engineering of new AIE fluorogens with more specific receptors will create light-up bioprobes with improved sensitivity and selectivity to bioanalytes. Considering that the RIR process plays an essential role in bioluminescence systems (e.g., green fluorescent proteins), the bioprobes demonstrated in this Account are expect to stimulate new exciting research and to promote AIE fluorogens as practical tools in biological world.

Note Added after ASAP Publication. This paper posted to the Web on June 6, 2013. Chart 1 was corrected and the revised version was reposted on June 10, 2013.
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